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If you shop for very affordable - as in sub-$30, sub-$20, or even a sub-$5 - fountain stick and you want high-end features like a screw-on cover, a converter included, or a piston-filling mechanism then you shop for a Chinese fountain stick. Brands such as Wing Sung and Jinhao offer incredible value for
money, but they may have some drawbacks that we don't expect from standard fountain pen purchases. These Chinese fountain sticks are very accessible, but they don't have websites with clear explanations and often don't come from suppliers we know and trust... though we're starting to get to know
them. Most pens have very slow shipping times (sometimes 2-4 weeks in the US), so even remembering what you bought can be a problem. It is with these problems in mind that we have created this top Chinese fountain handle 2020 mega review. Note: The video was filmed in 2019, but the following
information is up to date. Featured in the top Chinese pen overtaking video: Caliarts Ego - Piston filler that looks like a Twsbi 580. Nice writer and reasonable starting point for people who are new to Chinese pens. The latest version of this pen is sold as Caliarts Ego II. Jinhao 992 - Mostly Monteverde
Monza, inspired by the sailor 1911 Kaco Edge - Inspired by Lamy 2000, a German pen from Schmidt Wing Sun 3003 - Pilot Prera-inspired, poor writer, spiky feather Sung Wing 3007 - Kaweco Sports clone, but fit and end worse. Writes beautifully Wing Sung 3008 - Piston filler that looks like Caliarts Ego
and Twsbi Eco. Has a lamy compatible pen. Probably the cheapest piston filler you can find. Other Chinese fountain notes pens: The Jinhao 159 - an older model but a reasonable choice if you want a larger Jinhao 51A Jinhao x450 - is known for its rubberized grip and is a popular choice for people with
sweaty Jinhao x750 Moonman N3 Moonman C1 - squared-off version of the M2. You can use it with a converter or as an eyedropper Moonman M2 - a very popular choice for the best Chinese fountain pen. This $20 eyedropper is beautifully built and really shows your ink. Keep an eye on the fakes.
Penbbs 308 - a simple, affordable cartridge/converter Penbbs 309 - is a higher-end take on the Chinese fountain pen, more like the Twsbi Eco than most pens on this list. The Penbbs 350 filler - a metal feather fountain body that is converted into roller Penbbs 355 - bulk filler pen, which looks very similar
to the Conid Penbbs 456 - the top Chinese fountain pen and the really good vacuum-filler Penbbs 500 - an affordable pen that uses a spring filling mechanism Wing Sung 6359 - $2.00 - Lamy Al-Star clone Wing Sung 618 - Parker 51 clone, which is a good writer and quite beautiful. Unlike Parker this
piston filler Wing Sung 698 - Piston filler and one of the most respected Chinese fountain pens Best Chinese Fountain Pens It is very difficult to say one of them is a clear best, but if you had to choose one, I would recommend Jinhao 992. This pen is one of the best in the Article in terms of build quality
and quality control, it has a sleek pen and it looks. 992 writes like a pilot pen with a good flow of ink and great processing. It's a bit small and it's not a piston filler like some of the other pens on this list, but it still gets top marks from us. If you are looking for a maximum bang for the dollar, then you should
be in the market for a Chinese piston filling pen that will undermine its Japanese and European competition at 90%. In this case you have to pick up Wing Sung 3008. This pen is a good writer with a Lamy compatible pen, so you can really update it if you happen to have a Lamy pen lying around.
However, the pen has some strengths of its own so if you can get the flow right people may actually prefer the stock pen. There is also a Caliarts Ego in this category, but the quality control on this pen/feed is questionable and the $10 price tag, although not much money, puts it in a higher price class. If
you want to go high class and really see what these companies are capable of, then buy yourself a Wing Sung 699. This $30 vacuum-filled fountain pen was clearly inspired by the Pilot Custom 823, but the excellent build quality, good feather, and a large, hefty body that feel like it's off a pen that costs 10
times more. Regardless of any problems, these fountain handles are gaining incredible followings and provide great value to pen buyers. Frequently asked questions What are the best Chinese brand of fountain pen? The best is in many ways subjective, but if you're looking for high-quality pens from the
most trusted brands, then start with Jinhao, Wing Sung, Penbbs and Moonman. Using a fountain pen can be anyone's wish. It looks stylish and writing will hold something up as a souvenir. But the fact is that you have to spend a lot to get branded. In this case, going for the best Chinese fountain pen,
spending only a little wise idea. Almost all branded fountain handles have flaws, but you have to spend a lot of money to have a good one of them. When you can get the converter turned on, the piston filling mechanism, screw-on cover with the best Chinese made fountain pen, then not buying it is a
mistake for me. Best China Made Fountain Pens Considered in this Guide Image Details Price Charlie Chaplin Memorable Black Fude Pen comes with classic design, heavy and large beautiful fountain feather, sleek curved feather, perfect for gift. Check out the Price of the Jinhao Fountain Pen 5000
Gorgeous and timeless design, classic fountain pen, 18k gilded feather, refillable. Check out the Price Advanced Fountain Pen Jinhao Chinese Dragon Smooth Writing Fountain Pen, black heavy gife feather, beautifully designed, traditional Chinese look. Check out the price of Lanxivi Jinhao Dragon
Phoenix Embossment Fountain Pen Luxury Fountain Feather, Incredible 3D embossment, metal body, satisfaction guaranteed, perfect choice as a gift. Check out price of JinHao Deluxe Classic Chinese dragon with pearl pearl fountain pen With Chinese dragons, medium feather, best writing experience,
great to watch and carry. Check out the Price Gullor Chinese Dragon Golden Basso-relievo Fountain Pen Big Looking Pen at a reasonable price, good letter, 5 colored ink cartridges, original pen box. Check Out Price 6 Best Chinese Fountain Pen Reviews 2020 As a written tool, there can never be
anything better than a fountain pen. And when it's one of the best Chinese fountain pens, then you get quality writing without exceeding your budget. In this article, we listed six Chinese fountain pens that are trending in the market. 1. Charlie Chaplin Memorial Black Fude Pen This pen honors the great
Charlie Chaplin and I hope you got that in the title. Designers will give it a classic masculine form, which refers to the character of Charlie Chaplin himself. Take a look at the lid and you will find a resemblance to the big shoe and the bowler was Charlie. Not only the lid, but also the entire body of this
fountain pen will also give you the feel and aesthetics of this particular person. Along with the design, the design of this pen is also unique. No matter how often you use it, the solid black finish will stay long and will give the pen a new look all the time. As for durability, there should be no confusion since it
has a solid brass made body. You will love the experience of writing with this Chinese bent fountain pen pen. It is equipped with an iridium curved feather that will make it easy to write all the way. Along with writing, you can use this pen for calligraphy and drawing. As a gift, you will never find a better
fountain pen than this. It doesn't matter who uses it, written satisfaction is a guarantee with it. What we like: Unique and sleek design. High-quality construction. It's easy to write. What we don't like: You can find the pen hard. 2. Zuhot Jinhao Fountain Pen 5000 With a classic combination of gold and black,
Jinhao's zohot is one of the best Chinese made fountain handles. From cover to bottom, its sleek and stylish design will make you buy it without a second thought. Making every pen of this line is the greatest creation of the masters. Given the writing, smoothness is a guarantee of this. Even if you don't
use the pen for a long time, a perfectly fitted pen will never allow the fountain pen ink to dry and the compact lid will protect the pen from any damage. As its cover push type, you can easily open the pen and start writing. The most interesting part of this fountain pen is its feather, which is made of 18k
perch stainless steel. Whenever you wear it, royalty and elegance will be with you. What we like: Smooth writing. Tip 18k of stainless steel. A quality cartridge with ink. What we don't like: This pen doesn't come with ink. 3. Advanced Fountain Pen Jinhao Chinese dragon bronze white as a world famous
brand, Jinhao has released several Tools. The advanced handle of the fountain is also one of the creations that have gained a reputation around the world. Aside from the texture, the black-and-gold combination gave the pen a full touch of luxury. Chinese culture was very popular and was appreciated all



over the world. In this fountain pen, you get a sense of this culture. Aside from smooth writing, you'll love ingenious creativity, cutting-edge production, and hand-held skills of manufacturers. Royalty will be with you along with the elegance of carrying this pen. His stainless steel tip was covered with a gold
plate. The ink cartridge is designed with an international standard and is fully convertible. Once the ink is finished, you can make an easy refill. What we like: screw the lid of the system. Clean and smooth writing. A gold-plated ink pen. What we don't like: The weight of this pen is much greater. 4. Lanxivi
Jinhao Dragon Phoenix 3D Embossment Grey Red Fountain Pen We can't guarantee that this dragon encrusted best Chinese feather fountain will bring happiness to you, but keeping it will add some positive vibe to your personality. In Chinese culture, dragons are considered the most powerful and
generous symbol. The handle of the Lanxivi Phoenix fountain has the finest craft that you'll never find in any of them. If you love to have something that has an ancient touch, then this is perfect for you. Also, you get this beautiful writing tool by spending a little bit just. So, there are no downsides to this
beautiful fountain pen. The screw type handle has a pen measuring 0.5 mm. While limited, its full length is 143 mm with a diameter of 15 mm. The ink cartridge is an international standard and with a handle, a beautifully crafted wooden box will be for you. What we like: 3D dragon symbol. International
standard.Supplied with a wooden box. What we don't like: The ink cartridge isn't on. 5. JinHao Deluxe Classic Chinese dragon with pearl fountain Pen Jinhao is famous for carrying traditions of different cultures in its products. And the same they did for the Deluxe Classic Chinese Dragon Fountain Pen. All
over the body you will see beautiful symbols of dragons that represent the Chinese. The handle of the fountain is for use throughout life. If the ink runs out, the insertion of the new cartridge will make the handle all new. People would also like to have it as a souvenir. Whether you are a pen collector or not,
you will love to have this fountain pen in your collection. His body has the perfect finish with antique silver color. The unusual fact of this fountain pen is the 3D dragon symbol. By rubbing your finger over his body, you will feel how beautifully this pen was created. What we like: A gilded elegant feather.
Antique silver body with 3D symbols. A comfortable screw-type cover. What we don't like: Although it's rare, ink bleeding can occur. 6. Gullor Chinese Dragon Golden Basso-Release Fountain Feather This Chinese Fountain Pen is the most classic that you can ever get. It's stylish, sleek, and that's why
people love this pen. Except the lower part and the area holding the pen, his body was covered with a timeless design that carries the symbol of the Chinese dragon. The feather is the most sensitive and important area of the fountain pen. This golden Basso-relievo has the toughest cap to protect the pen
from any kind of damage. Although this pen is carefully designed, each part of it has a guarantee to serve for a long time. While it's time to talk about the price, you get it at an affordable price. With an original pen box and 5 colors of ink cartridges, this is actually the best available Chinese fountain feather
case than any. What we like: Come with 5 colored ink cartridges (10 grand). Perfectly crafted. A standard cartridge with hard pen ink. What we don't like: The final verdict Although the classic features the quality of the feather fountain is undeniable, it can be replaced by the best Chinese fountain pen. If
you are thinking of having one for you as an elegant companion, it is better to consider Chinese ones that will give you the same classic feeling in a cost-effective manner. We have tried to make this article informative so that it can work as a guide for you to have a high quality Chinese made fountain pen.
Smoothness and elegancy have been our priority, choosing the above handles to give you an accurate sense of using a traditional fountain pen. Handle.
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